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Growth of AlGaAs by Atomic Layer Epitaxy using a Pulsed Yapor Phase Method
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AlGaAs epitaxial layer was successfully grown by Atonic Layer
Epitaxy (ALE), where (cHe) 2Ga (TMc) and (ctt.).Rr (tul) are
supplied. at different tines-bft in series. The a1.foy conposition
was controlled with good controllability by changing the pulse
durations of TMG and/or TMA. Ranan spectra of AIGaAs show sharp
L0 and T0 phonon peaks of GaAs and AlAs phonon nodes, reflecting
the good quality of the epitaxi-al. The variatj-ons of growth rate
and al1oy conposition are explained by considering the ball-up of
Ga and A1 atorns and the effect of the low surface nigration of Al

aton.

1. Introduction
Atonic layer epitaxy (ALE) for conpound
semicond.uctors is attractive for the growth
of heterostructrure where the al1oy
conposition and the doping aton can be
changed at the atomic 1evel1 r2). It also
offers an effective tool to investigdte
surface kinetics of adsorbed. species since
surface reaetions proceed more sinply than
the eonventional epitaxy.
ALE for binary compound AB sueh as GaAs
has been sucesessfully achieved by the
deposition of one monolayer of cation A
followed by a monolayer of anion B. 0n the
other handl ALE for ternary conpound AxBl_xC
is possible by simultaneously supplying the
gas sources of cations A and B followed by
that of anion C3). In this case, however,

are supplied at different tines but i-n
series. In relatively high tenperature ( >
/rOf C), a Ga - Al exehange reaction easily
rl

takes p1ace4). This enables Ga and A1 atons
to internix on the crystal surface. In this
paper, the applieation of this technique to
the growth of Al*Ga1-*At will be discussed,
with the growth kinetics.
2.Experinental
Growth was carried out using gas pulses
of metalorganic corapound.s and hydride in
OMVPE syst,en. The gas source for the group
III aons was TMG or TMA and that for the
group V atons arsine gas. The following
two types of gas-pulse sequences were
studied (see Fig.1): (1) As pulse -HZ pulse

+qa pulse >A1 pulse *H2 pulse (2) As
pulse -HZ pulse ->A1 pulse >Ga pulse -Hz
pu1se. The alternating pulses of group III
and arsine gas are separated. by purging
hydrogen gas pulses ( duration of 3 s )
which prevent the nixing of the reaction

uncontrollable reacti.ons between gas sources
of cations A and B sometimes oceur in vapor
phase and/or on the substrate surface. This
prevents the good controllability in growth

process and. the excellent surface
norphologJlr which are peculi.ar to ALE.
We have d.eveloped a new ALE for ternary
compound.s, where cati.on gas sources

A and

gases.

in a 1ow-pressure
vertj.cal chinney-type reaetor5, where the
carrier gas was introd.uced at the bottom of
The growth was d.one
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a lot of gallium droplets on the surface. As
the arsine gas supply was increased, the
size and the density of the galliun droplets

Al '> Ga ::

was decreased..
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Fig.1 Gas flor sequences for -AlGaAs ALE.
the reactor and exhausted from the top. We
used a gas handling systen wlth a pressure-
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balanced vent and run eonfi.gr.rration6. Due to
these improvenents, a gas exchange ti.ne of
less than 0.1 seconds was achieved. for the
growth systen. Hydrogen was used as the
carrier gas (eOOO sccn) and the vapor
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Fig.2 The growth rate variations of GaAs and
AIAs. TMG: bubbler JoCrljOsccrn. TMA: bubbler
22oC r 20sccn. AsH3 t1O7., {80sccn, 1 0s .

pressure of 20 Torr was naintained during
the epitaxial growth. TMG and TMA bubbler
tenperatures were JoC and zz"Crrespectively.
The growth tenperature was 500"C.
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3.ResuLts and d.iscussion
Figure 2 shows the variation of the
growth_rate of (tOO) Gal,s and A1As, when
pulse d.uration of group-IlI source gases was

ehanged. The growth thickness per cycle
nonotonously increases beyond 1 nonolayer
with the gas pulse duration for AlAs growth,
while it tends to saturate for GaAs growth,
The saturation in GaAs growth rate strongly
d.epends upon the source gas heating process
or the furnace strueture. Under the growth
condition where TMG was easi.ly craeked. in
the stagnant layer before reaching the
substrate surface, no saturation in the filn
thickness could be observed..
Figure 3 shows the vari-ation of the
growth thickness per gas cycle for (tOO)
GaAs and AlAs as a function of ihe arsi-ne
gas pulse duration. The growth rate of GaAs
decreases drastically once a filn thickness
of one nonolayer has been reaehed. When
arsine gas supply was short, there observed.

In the first stage, gallium atons
ical1y bond with the arseni.c atons on
ni c terninated. surf ace, a tworslonal galliun nonolayer growing on the
substarte. Once the surface is covered.
gallium atons, the second stage ean
n. As the interaction between gallium
ihe gallium-terminated surface is weak,
3alliun atoms can diffuse freely on the
ace with a low d.iffusion energy and
rnter other atons, these forming snall
ters. When a cluster grows to the
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growth rate varj-ations of GaAs and
AlAs. AsH3 flow rates are described in the
figure. TMGTTMA: the same as in Fig.2
except upper AlAs plots ( duration 10 s ).
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Fig./e Ranan spectra of AlGaAs grwon by

epitaxial layer.
FigureJ shows the variation of the
AlGaAs growth rater &s arsine gas pulse
duration was changed., The quick rise and the
gradual increase in the filn thickness was
the sane as for the GaAs and AIAs ALE.
It should be noted that the filn thickness
at which the growth rate changes is larger
than one nonolayer of AlGaAs.

ALE.

critical

si-ze, it forns a stable cluster
whose size increases with deposition tine.
When arsine gas is introd.uced to this
gallium surface, arsenic atoms can quickly
bond with the two dinensional galliun atons
and forn a monolayer of a galliun arsenide.
The fast gallium arsenide nonolayer growth
corresponds to this stage. Arsenic atons
also bond to the galliun atons fron the
galliun clusters but a nuch longer tine is
needed for the fornation of a GaAs layer.
This corresponds to the slow growth rate
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This can be explained by
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Fig.5 The growth rate variation of AlGaAs
a functi-on of the AsH, pulse d.uration'
AsH3 z 10% /r80 scco. TMGTTMA: the sane
i.n Fig.2.

consid.ering the atonic arrangenent where the
nunber of aluninun atons which can be easily

replaced by arsenic atons dr.ring arsine gas
period is nearly two per one arsenic aton of
the AlAs.
ft should be noted that the important
paraneter is the filn thickness where the
growth rate changes and not the filn
thickness itself that increases with the
supplied arsine until the supplied Ga or AI

is

Al/Ga
Ga*

E

once one monolayer has been forned..
In the ease of AIAs, the growth rate
changes at a f1lm thickness corresponding to
two monolayers, although the quick rise and
gradual increase was observed in the filn

thicknoss.

or

aluninun d.roplets were present.
Figure /+ shows the Ranan spectrun
obtained for the AlGaAs epitaxial layer
grown at 500oC. Since the filn thickness is
so thin ( nearly 500 S) that Ranan peaks of
GaAs substrate are also observed. with those
of the ALE AlGaAs. Sharp L0 and T0 phonon
peaks reflect the high quality of the
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Figure6 shows the variations of the
total filn thickness, and Al and. Ga contents
in the epitaxial layer for A1 > Ga and Ga >
A1 sequences as a function of TMA gas pulse
d.uration, Here, A1 and. Ga contents are
expressed by the unit of a nonolayer of
AlGaAs. In Fig. 6, TMG sufficient to grow
one nonolayer of GaAs was supplied and the
TMA pulse d.urations of 3.5 and 7 second
correspond to the growth of one and two
nonolayer of A1As, respectivelY.

exlraustred.

A1loy eonposition of AlGaAs was
controlled fron x=0 to x=1 with good
controllability by changing the Al and/or 0a
pulse d.uration. The AlGaAs epitaxial layer
477

droplets. This explains the snaller growth
rate of the Al >Ga sequence conpared with

that of Ga >Al
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epitaxial layer was suceessfglly
grown by ALE using TMGTTMA, and AsH3. TMG
and TMA were supplied at d.iffernt tines but
in serj-es. The alloy eonposition was
controlled with good controllability by
changing the pulse duration of TMG and TMA.
Ranan neasurenents show the sharp peaks
associ-ated with L0 and. T0 phonons of AlGaAs,
which reflect the good quality of the
epitaxial layer. The variations of growth
rate and the a1loy conposition were
explained by considering the ball-up of Ga
and Al atons and the effect of the 1ow
surface nigration of A1 atorns.
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sequence (Fig.6).
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Fig.6 Variati-ons of
Ga contents as a function of TMA pulse
TMA Pulse Duration

dr:ration. TMG: /e0sccn, /is. TMA: 2Osccn'
The epitaxial grown und.er the low
supply of arsine gas also extribited droplets
on the surface and their density and size
d.ecreased with increasing the arsine gas
pulse duration.
For both sequencesr the total filn
thickness per gas cycle was thinner tha"n the
sun of the filn thickness of GaAs and' AlAs
which wer€ independ.ently grown und'er the
sane TMA and. TMG supplies. This can be
e:cplained by the balling up of the Ga and AI
atons on the surface. Figure 6(b) and (e)
show that the d.ecrease in the thickness
cone s fron the d.ecrease of A1 atous
incorporated into epitaxial filn. This is
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